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I think it is my grown children, all of them grown now, who have caused me to expand my view. One 
..- of my sons is a fighter pilot in the United States Air Force; as a mother during the Gulf War, I was 

newly stunned into fear for the world and a heightened awareness of the necessity to find a way to 
end conflict. One of my daughters has become disabled as a result of a disease of the central nervous 
system; through her, I have a new and passionate awareness of the importance of human connections 
that transcend physical differences. 

And I have grandchildren now. For them, I feel a greater urgency to do what I can to convey the 
knowledge that we live intertwined on this planet and that our future as human beings depends upon 
our caring more, for one another. 

contributed byLois Lowry 

Houghton Mifflin Company 222 Berkely Street Boston, MA 02116 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
I. Did you like writing AUTUMN STREET? 
I especially like writing this book for two reasons: one, the fact that it was autobiographical, so most 
of the people in the book were real, were people I loved greatly in the past (most now dead); and the 
setting was a real place, the place that permeates my childhood and to which I return again and again 
in memory. Secondly, I liked the particular voice of the book: the voice of an adult, a grown woman, 
but seeing through the child's eyes. It's a particularly unusual method of writing (most books writing 
of a child's perceptions try to use the child's voice; most using the adult voice then see the childhood 
world filtered through adult eyes) and it makes the book a difficult one for the publisher to 
categorize: children's book? adult book??? I really value my publisher _ Houghton Mifflin_ because 
they don't make me adjust my writing to their marketing needs. It is my editor, most of all - Walter 
Lorraine- who perceives that the writer should not be driven by business decisions. 

2. What inspired you to write THE GIVER? 
Inspirations for THE GIVER are so varied that it would be tough to answer that question without 
writing reams, and I can't do that here. BOOKLIST published an article (by me) about the origins of 
the book-- or some of them; and the Newbery Acceptance speech (published in HORN BOOK) gives 
a more complete description. 

3. Why did you choose to write THE GIVER from the third person point-of-view? 
I never consciously chose a point-of-view. Some books, or stories, seem to need to be written from 
one viewpoint, some from another. I can go back, later, sometimes, and identify why a point-of-view 
works for a particular book. RABBLE STARKEY, for example, had to be in the first person because 
the voice was unique and it had to be told in that voice, not an authorial voice. 

It never occured to me to write THE GIVER in anything other than the third person. I think the 
concreteness, the impersonality of the world I was attempting to create required the limited 
omniscient viewpoint. Limited because I needed, as well, to be inside Jonas's head. In addition, THE 
GIVER, could not be written in the first person and retain the ambiguity of its ending. I know a lot 
people would like the ending more spelled out and wrapped up nicely; but I prefer it to be open
ended; and it's almost impossible to do that if you're writing in the first person. 

4. Did your time in Japan influence your writing? 
My childhood in Japan (ages 11,12 and 13) influenced me, of course, even though I haven't 
specificallv set fiction there. Those vears are enld::!1 to ::! ~hl1i1'~ intpllp{'tl1~l ~nr1 ~n·"'t;n.,.,l 
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age of cultural differences, of feelings of alienation, and an appreciation of the richness of history and 
geography that I would not have had so young if I had stayed in small-town Pennsylvania. 
Everything a writer experiences as a young person goes into the later writing in some form. 

5. What are your best writing situations? 6. When are the times you usually get most of your ideas? 
Times for ideas? Everywhere, all the time. Phrases, fragments, small snippets of dialogue, the face 
( or name) of a character. Something visual: the way the light falls on a porch; the walk and posture of 
a stranger. For me (for all writers, I'm certain) the world is a constant barrage ofthe imagination. And 
words, too. If you'll forgive the overly personal reference here: when my son was killed recently, I 
received that terrible news on the telephone, at 5:30 AM, awakened from sleep. The phrase, "ruined 
dawn" appeared in my mind then and has been there ever since. Is that an "idea"? Not really. But it is 
a concept which is so strong that I know eventually it will write itself somewhere. 

7. What helps writing ideas come better? 
Simply receptivity, I think. I don't have any tricks. READING is the most productive thing for me, I 
think. Ifl read brilliant paragraphs I want to rush out and write brilliant paragraphs. If you listen to a 
great choral group, you are often inclined to hum along. Same thing with reading, I think, or at least it 
works that way for me. 

8. What inspired you to be an author? Do you ever give up? 
Nothing "inspired" me to be an author. It was simply what I always wanted to do, from childhood: 
what I did best, loved best. If anything inspired me, it was books. And no, I never "give up" ... never 
get bored by it, discouraged by it. Exhausted, sometimes, though. 

9. Do you think that you will ever write a sequel to THE GIVER? 
Nope, no sequel. When people want a sequel, or think they do, what they REALLY want is more of 
the existing book. They want it to go on and on, which is wonderful from the author's point of view. 
But a sequel is by definition a separate, different book. The suspense, climax, denouement has all 
already happened in the original; and you can't make it happen again, at least not in the same way. So 
often sequels have been disappointments. How many of you know that there was a sequel to A TREE 
GROWS IN BROOKLYN (one of my favorite books when I was 11 and 12)? How many of you 
liked LITTLE MEN as much as LITTLE WOMEN? 

10. Where did you get your idea for NUMBER THE STARS? 
The idea for NUMBER THE STARS came from the remarkable and wonderful history of Denmark 
during the Nazi occupation, as told to me by my Danish friend Annelise, who was a child there at the 
time. 

11. Do you use a lot of kids you know in your books? 
I make up the characters in my books, but of course my consciousness is filled with every child I've 
ever known, including my two grandchildren, my own kids (I had four) an especially myself as a 
child, because that person still lives inside me, too. 

12. Do you enjoy being an author? 
Enjoy being an author? "Being an author" is sort of a public thing. Being a writer is what I love. That 
I love what I do. I love the people I meet: the children, writers, librarians, teachers, who all have the 
same interests I do. I love the process of putting words on a page, rearranging them, making them 
work somehow, hearing them slip into a sequence that sounds right.. .. 

13. Which of your books do you like the best? 
Books I like best? RABBLE STARKEY and AUTUMN STREET. 

14. What advice do you give to young people who want to be authors? 
I don't give advice to young people who want to be authors. I wish they wouldn't focus on "being an 
author" (see answer to #12) so much as LOVING LANGUAGE, LOVING TO WRITE, LOVING 

http://www.ipl.orglyouthiAskAuthorlLowry.html 
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STORIES. It bothers me a lot when I hear kids talk about publishing and all its accoutrements: 
agents, contracts, rejection slips. None of that has anything to do with the love oflanguage which is 
the essential ingredient for a writer. 

15. Why did you become an author? 
Aside from photography, which is -to me- related, I have never wanted to do anything but write. To 
shape, to create and compose, to shed light, to perceive and pass on. 

16. What do you do in your spare time? 
In my spare time, I read a lot. I garden (flowers, at both my houses). I am a dog lover (my dog's a 
Tibetan Terrier). I love movies. I travel a lot. I spend time with my friends and my children. I lead a 
pretty quiet life. 

17. What were your thoughts on the target audience for THE GIVER? 
"Target audience" .. .1 never think about audience when I'm writing a book. 

Ms. Lowry declined to answer the many questions sent in about the ending to THE GIVER. Her 
response to these questions in general was as follows: 
I really believe that every reader creates his/her own book, bringing to the written words their own 
experiences, dreams, wishes, passions. For me to EXPLAIN everything from my own viewpoint 
limits that experience for the reader. 

Return to Ask the Author I IPL Youth Division I the IPL Main Lobby. 
The Internet Public Library - - - http://www.ip!.org/ - - - ipf@ip!.org 
Last updated Mar 1, 1996. 
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BIOGRAPHY LOIS DUNCAN 

Lois Duncan grew up in Sarasota, Florida, the daughter of internationally known magazine 
photographers Joseph and Lois Steinmetz. From early childhood, she knew she wanted to be a 
writer. She submitted her first story to a magazine at the age of ten 
and made her first sale at thirteen. Throughout her high school 
years she wrote regularly for young people's publications, 
particularly Seventeen Magazine. 

In 1962, Duncan moved to Albuquerque, New Mexico, where she 
taught for the Journalism Department at the University of New 
Mexico and continued to write for magazines. Over 300 of her 
articles and short stories appeared in such publications as Ladies 
Home Journal, Redbook, McCall's, Good Housekeeping, and 
Reader's Digest, and for a number of years she was a contributing 
editor for Woman's Day. 

Duncan is also the author of over 40 books, ranging from children's 
picture books to adult novels, but she is best known for her young 
adult suspense novels. Many of these have been chosen as ALA 
"Best Books for Young Adults" and Jr. Library Guild Selections, ave won oung 
Readers Awards in 16 states and three foreign countries. In 1992, Duncan was the recipient of 
the Margaret A. Edwards Award, presented by the School Library Journal and the Young 
Adult Library Services Association, to honor a living author for a distinguished body of 
adolescent literature. 

-- The most difficult book Duncan ever had to write was non-fiction. Who Killed My Daughter? 
(Dell, 1992) is the true story of her search for the truth behind the brutal murder of the 
youngest of her five children, eighteen-year-old Kaitlyn. This book has been featured on such 
national TV shows as "Good Morning, America," "Larry King Live," "Unsolved Mysteries," 
and, most recently, "Inside Edition." Although it was written for adults, it has been named a 
School Library Journal "Best Book Of the Year" and an American Library Association Best 
Book For Young Adults and has been nominated for Young Reader Awards in nine states. It 
has also been condensed by Time-Life Books; is an alternate selection of the Literary Guild; 
and has been recorded for the blind. Updates about the progress of Duncan's personal 
investigation of Kaitlyn's murder may be found on "The Kait Arquette Home Page" at 
<http://www.iag.iag.netl-harqlkaithtml> . 

-

Psychic Connections: A Journey Into the Mysterious World of Psi, (Dell,1995), is also non
fiction. Written in collaboration with William Roll, Ph.D., project director for the Psychical 
Research Foundation, this book introduces teenagers to the fascinating world of 
parapsychology. 

Duncan's most recent children's picture book is The Magic of Spider Woman, (Scholastic 
Hardcover, 1996). This book is illustrated by Navajo artist, Shonto BeGay. 

Duncan's new young adult suspense novel, Gallows Hill, (Delacorte, 1997), has just made its 
appearance in book stores and libraries across the nation. School Library Journal hails this 
book as "an exciting, suspenseful tale that will certainly be welcomed by Duncan's many fans." 
One of these fans, Jeniece Lewis, an eighty-grader at Thompson Middle School, gave Gallows 
Hill a 4-star rating in a student review for the Richmond Times-Dispatch. "This book is the 
bomb," she wrote. "Almost anyone who likes mystery and suspense would love the story. Just 
don't get too caught up in it and read it in the bathtub like I did. You might drop it." 

http://www.iag.netl~barq/lois3.html 3/28/99 
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I started telling stories as soon as I knew 
what stories were. I was fascinated by 
them: that something could happen and 
be connected to another thing, and that 
someone could put the two things 
together and show how the fIrst thing 
caused the second thing, which then 
caused a third thing. I loved it. I love it 
still. 

I grew up at a time when TV wasn't as 
important as it is now. In fact, part of 
my childhood was spent in Australia at a 
time when that country didn't even have 

TV. So a lot of my early experience of stories came from the radio, 
which is a wonderful medium. I remember listening to gangster 
serials, and cowboy serials, and best of all: "Faster than a speeding 
bullet-more powerful than a locomotive--able to leap tall buildings in 
a single bound. Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No! It's SUPERMAN!" 

Superman on the radio was exciting enough, but when I fIrst saw a 
Superman comic, it changed my life. Soon afterward I discovered 
Batman, too, whom I loved even more. I had to argue with my parents 
about them, though, because they weren't "proper" reading. I suppose 
that what persuaded them to let me carry on reading comics was the 
fact that I was also reading books just as greedily, and that I was good 
at spelling; so obviously the comics weren't harming me too much. 

My favorite stories for a long time were ghost stories. I used to enjoy 
frightening myself and my friends with the tales I read, and making up 
stories about the tree in the woods we used to call the Hanging Tree, 
creeping past it in the dark and shivering as we looked at the bare, 
sinister outline against the sky. I still enjoy ghost stories, even though I 
don't think I believe in ghosts anymore. 

I was sure that I was going to write stories myself when I grew up. It's 
important to put it like that: not "I am a writer," but rather "I write 
stories." If you put the emphasis on yourself rather than your work, 
you're in danger of thinking that you're the most important thing. But 
you're not. The story is what matters, and you're only the servant, and 
your job is to get it out on time and in good order. 

The most valuable thing I've learned about writing is to keep going, 
even when it's not coming easily. You sometimes hear people talk 
about something called "writer's block." Did you ever hear a plumber 
talk about plumber's block? Do doctors get doctor's block? Of course 
they don't. They work even when they don't want to. There are times 
when writing is very hard, too, when you can't think what to put next, 
and when staring at the empty page is miserable toil. Tough. Your job 
is to sit there and make things up, so do it. 
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Books by Philip 
Pullman 

The Subtle Knife 
Alfred A. Knopf 
0-679-87925-0 
$20.00 (Canada $26.00) 

The Golden Compass 
Alfred A. Knopf 
0-679-87924-2 
$20.00 (Canada $26.00) 

The Tin Princess 
Alfred A. Knopf 
0-679-84757-X 
$16.00 (Canada $20.00) 
Paperback: 0-679-87615-4 
$4.99 

The White Mercedes 
Alfred A. Knopf 
Paperback: 0-679-88623-0 
$4.99 (Canada $6.50) 

The Broken Bridge 
Alfred A. Knopf 
0-679-81972-X 
$15.00 (Canada $19.00) 

The Tiger in the Well 
Alfred A. Knopf 
0-679-80214-2 $15.95 
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As well as keeping going, there are many other things I've learned 
about this craft, and some of them came to me when I was teaching. 
What I enjoyed most in that difficult and valuable profession was 
telling stories, telling folk tales and ghost stories and Greek myths, 
over and over, until I knew them as well as I knew my own life. 

And in doing so, I learned some of the laws of a story. Not rules: rules 
can be changed. "Smoking Permitted Here" can become ''No 
Smoking" overnight, if people decide smoking is a bad thing. But laws 
such as the law of gravity can't be changed: gravity is there whether 
we approve of it or not. And so are the laws of a story. A story that is 
unresolved will not satisfy: That's a law. If a scene does not advance 
the story, it will get in the way: That's another law. You must know 
exactly where your story begins: Thetis a third. And so on. 

One strange thing about stories is that you sometimes know how long 
they're going to be, even before you've begun thinking about them. 
With His Dark Materia/s, the trilogy of which the first part is The 
Golden Compass, I knew from the very start--even before I had a main 
character in mind, and long before I knew what might happen to her-
that this story would be 1,200 pages long. That was the size of it. I 
knew, too, that I was going to enter a world I hadn't known before: a 
world offantasy. Previously, all of my books had been realistic. When 
I began writing it, I discovered a kind of freedom and excitement I'd 
never quite felt before. And that is one of the joys of writing: you 
constantly encounter new experiences. 

I live in Oxford now, and I do my writing in a shed at the bottom of 
the garden. If the young boy I used to be could have looked ahead in 
time and seen the man I am today, writing stories in his shed, would 
he have been pleased? I wonder. Would that child who loved Batman 
comics and ghost stories approve of the novels I earn my living with 
now? I hope so. I hope he's still with me. I'm writing them for him. 

Paperback: 0-679-82671-8 
$4.99 

Shadow in the North 
Alfred A. Knopf 
0-394-89453-7 $12.95 
0-394-89589-4 $4.99 

The Ruby in the 
Smoke 
Alfred A. Knopf 
0-394-88826-X $11.95 
Paperback: 0-394-89589-4 
$4.99 
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CLIFFORD, Rachel Mark 
See LEWIS, Brenda Ralph 

• • • 
COLE, Brock 1938-

PERSONAL: Born May 29, i938, in Charlotte, MI; 
married; wife's name, Susan (a classical studies profes
sor). Education: Kenyon College, B.A.; University of 
Minnesota, Ph.D. 

ADDRESSES: Home-i58 Lombard Ave., Oak Park, 
IL 60302. 
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CAREER: University of Minnesota, instructor in En
glish composition; University of Wisconsin, instructor 
in philosophy, until 1975; writer and illustrator, 
1975-. 

AWARDS, HONORS: Juvenile Award, Friends of 
American Writers, 1980, for The King at the Door; 
California Young Reader Medal, California Reading 
Association, 1985, and Young Readers' Choice Award, 
Pacific Northwest Library Association, both for The 
Indian in the Cupboard, which was also named a New 
York Times outstanding book, 1981; Smarties "Grand 
Prix" for children's books, Book Trust, 1985, for Gaffer 
Samson's Luck: Parent's Choice Award, Parent's Choice 
Foundation, 1986, for The Giant's Toe; Carl Sandburg 
Award, Friends of Chicago Public Library, 1988, for 
The Goats, which was also named a New York Times 
notable book, an American Library Association (ALA) 
best book for young adults, and an ALA notable book, 
all 1987. 

WRITINGS: 

JUVENILE; SELF·ILLUSTRATED 

The King at the Door, Doubleday, 1979. 
No More Baths, Doubleday, 1980. 
Nothing but a Pig, Doubleday, 1981. 
The Winter Wren, Farrar, Straus, 1984. 
The Giant's Toe, Farrar, Straus, 1986. 
Alpha and the Dirty Baby, Farrar, Straus, 1991. 

OTHER 

(Illustrator) Lynne Reid Banks, The Indian in the 
Cupboard, A von, 1980. 

(Illustrator) Jill Paton Walsh, Gaffer Samson's Luck, 
Farrar, Straus, 1984. 

The Goats (young adult novel), Farrar, Straus, 1987. 
Celine (young adult novel), Farrar, Straus, 1989. 

BROCK COLE 
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SIDELIGHTS: Brock Cole had already established 
himself as an award-winning illustrator and author of 
children's picture books when he wrote his highly 
acclaimed young adult novel The Goats in 1987. Just as 
critics had praised the richness of detail and expressive
ness of the illustrations in his early work, many applaud
ed the depth of insight and subtle evocation of complex 
emotions in his later novels. Cole's successful change in 
genre reflects a versatility he has demonstrated through
out his career. From teaching college philosophy in the 
early 1970s, he turned to creating picture books that 
range from jocular humor to drama, from satire to 
allegory, and from fairy tale to spoof. His novels exhibit 
realism and emotional depth as well as allegorical motifs 
and incisive humor. In whatever form, his works 
generally present an intricate portrait of human nature 
that a child can "enjoy first and ponder later," accord
ing to Wilson Library Bulletin contributor Patty Camp
bell. 

Cole was born in the small town of Charlotte, Michigan, 
in 1938. Although his family moved often, he remem
bers Charlotte fondly as "a place where a six year old 
could wander into the feed mill or the auto body shop 
and watch men work without being chased out," he 
commented in Junior Literary Guild. Throughout the 
family's migrations in the Midwest, reading at the local 
library was one of the stable pleasures in Cole's child
hood. After graduating from high school in Royal Oak, 
Michigan, Cole majored in English at Kenyon College in 
Ohio. He considered becoming a writer, but turned to 
teaching instead, first as a freshman English instructor 
at the University of Minnesota, where he attended 
graduate school, and then as a philosophy professor at 
the University of Wisconsin. 

In 1975 Cole, his wife Susan, and their two sons moved 
to Illinois, where Susan began a job as a professor of 
classical studies at the University of Illinois. Cole was 
tired of teaching and decided to pursue his interest in 
writing. Realizing that his stories would need illustra
tion, he took on the challenge of becoming an artist as 
well as an author. With no prior training in art, he 
taught himself the techniques of illustration by studying 
the works of major illustrators and trying to imitate 
their style. Since 1975 he has been working full-time at 
writing and illustrating with impressive results. 

Cole's first picture book, The King at the Door, is 
perhaps his most traditional and pointedly moralistic 
story, presenting themes that recur in various forms in 
many of his works. Set in times past, the tale begins 
when the King, dressed in a beggar's rags, knocks at the 
door of an inn. The chore-boy, Little Baggit, informs the 
innkeeper of the King's requests for food and drink, but 
the disbelieving innkeeper spitefully offers the stranger 
only dishwater and the dog's scraps. Little Baggit's 
youthful purity enables him to see the real identity of 
the disguised visitor. He gives up his own bread and ale 
to the King, and is well-rewarded the next day when the 
royal coach arrives for him. Like many of Cole's books, 
The King at the Door juxtaposes the perceptive powers 
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Alpha and tile Dirty Baby, which tells of how a girl's stoic resistance saves her parents from impish mischief, combines 
Cole's colorful, energetic illustrations with farcical humor. 

of innocence with the spiritual blindness of the adult 
social world. 

Nothing but a Pig satirizes the pretensions of a social
climbing pig who scorns his real friend, a poor fanner 
who loves the pig for himself. The pig's social aspira
tions are fulfilled when he is sold to a wealthy banker. 
Puffed up with his own conceit and dressed in the 
banker's clothes, the pig is dismayed to learn that his 
new friend plans to butcher him for bacon. When the 
farmer returns to rescue him, the pig learns the meaning 
of friendship. Nothing but a Pig is full of "witty details" 
that enliven the moral tale, according to New York 

5'-1 

Times Book Review contributor Karla Kuskin. The 
reviewer particularly praised Cole's illustrations of turn
of-the-century village life for "looking quite English, 
filled with color and clutter and always on the verge of 
coming apart at the picturesque seams." 

Cole's other picture books are equally varied in theme 
and style. No More Baths is presented through the 
humorous perspective of a willful little girl who, hating 
baths, decides to try to clean herself in the ways that 
chickens, cats, and pigs do. Although she finally surren
ders to a human bath, she never loses her bath-hating 
spirit. On a very different note, The Winter Wren is the 
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allegorical tale of a young boy and his sister who travel 
to Winter's farm to wake Spring, doing battle with 
Winter all the way. Combining the humorous and the 
mythological approaches of his previous works, Cole's 
1986 The Giant's Toe is a whimsical revision of the fairy 
tale "Jack and the Beanstalk." In this spoof, the giant 
cuts off his toe while gardening, and the toe comes to life 
as an elf-like being. This "toe" is a prankster who causes 
the giant to bake his hen-that-laid-the-golden-egg into a 
pie and throwaway his golden harp. But the toe also 
saves the day for the giant. When an unpleasant boy 
named Jack mounts the beanstalk to the giant's domain 
there are no treasures to be found, so he goes away 
without further conflict. Critics applauded the originali
ty and humor of this story as well as its funny and 
evocative watercolor illustrations. Luann Toth, writing 
for School Library Journal, caIIed The Giant's Toe 
"Cole's best effort to date." 

Cole's 1987 young adult novel, The Goats, is set in a 
summer camp where a cruel prank is played on a 
social1y backward thirteen-year~ld boy and a girl who 
has been labeled "a dog" by other campers. Both are 
stripped of their clothing and left on Goat Island. After 

Cole's acclaimed first Dovel Tlu Goats is a sensitive 
examination of how two young teens learn to trust each 
other despite being victimized by • cruel prank. (Cover 
illustration by the author.) 
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finding each other, the boy and girl spend several days 
together conspiring for survival and avoiding capture by 
the camp counselors. Wilson Library Bulletin contribu
tor Patty Campbell raved that "from the first sentence 
the novel is utterly engrossing, with a satisfying 
rightness of phrase and event, an inevitability of charac
ter and action, and yet a constant tension of suspense." 

Although the prank in The Goats is concocted by the 
campers with a rather crass adolescent notion of sexuali
ty in mind, it results in the discovery by the boy and girl 
of the virtues of genuinely caring for one another. New 
York Times Book Review contributor Ron Hansen 
summarized that "in the few days they're on the run 
together [the boy and girl] acquire years of learning 
about cooperation and respect and the sort of intimate 
friendship and devotion that the happily married de
pend upon." After experiencing betrayal and alienation 
at the hands of their peers and the social world in 
general, the boy and girl learn to trust by reaching out to 
each other. Christine McDonnell wrote in a Horn Book 
article that the two "encounter what Brock Cole de
scribes as a 'fallen world.' The cruelty of groups, 
insensitivity and irresponsibility of adults, crass, exploi
tive sex, and children's vulnerability are drawn clearly. 
Against them, Cole affirms the innocence and strength 
of his main characters." Similarly, Anita Silvey main
tained in her Horn Book review that "The Goats will 
repel some readers and attract others," with its lack of 
positive adult role models and its "raw emotions." But 
the critic concluded that the novel's publication "signi
fies that we are still creating children's books that affirm 
the human spirit and the ability of the individual to rise 
above adversity." 

With his 1989 novel, Celine, Cole demonstrates his keen 
sense of humor in the midst of some poignantly sad 
scenes, and once again reflects his attraction to inno
cence in a frequently corrupt world. Celine is a sixteen
year~ld girl whose divorced parents are following their 
dreams on separate continents, leaving her with her 
twenty-two-year-old stepmother in a Chicago loft. Ce
line babysits for Jake, a seven-year~ld boy whose 
parents are in the process of separation. In a chaotic and 
often absurd tangle of romantic attachments and de
tachments, the growing affection between Jake and 
Celine counteracts the desolation that adult turmoil has 
left to them. Several reviewers remarked that Celine's 
narrative perspective illuminates the book with charm 
and wit. An Entertainment Weekly critic observed, 
"since [Celine's] mind shoots off in daring flights of 
speculation at the slightest provocation, we're in for a 
wild, funny ride." Betsy Hearne commented in the 
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books that Celine's 
"observations of adult antics, of peer idiosyncracies, 
and of her own irregularities are, subtly or raucously, 
irreverent." Describing Cole's The Goats as "one of the 
most important books of the decade," Hearne conclud
ed that Celine, "a marriage of craft and appeal so 
intelligent as to satisfy any standards," is a triumphant 
successor to Cole's debut as a novelist. 



COLE 

A self-taught artist. Cole learned drawing techniques by 
studying and imitating the works of great illustrators; 
he has now established his own drawing style in several 
children's stories. (Illustration by Cole from Gaffer 
Samson's Luck by Jill Paton Walsh.) 

"I don't write with children in mind, although I care 
very much what they think of what I do," the author 
revealed in Junior Literary Guild. Nevertheless, he told 
McDonnell that "I want to make the work accessible. 
What I like to think of is a relationship between the 
book and the child without intermediaries." While 
works such as The Goats may not be appropriate for all 
readers, he added, "I have much more faith in children's 
ability and judgment than a lot of people. They tum 
away if they find something too scary or too burden
some." And, he concluded, he wants to provide his 
readers with "an honest view .. " You want your books 
to be influential, so they enlarge a person's experience." 

WORKS CITED: 
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GIRION •. 

GIRION, Barbara 1937-

• Personal 
Born November 20, 1937, in New York, NY; daughter 
of Samuel and Blanche Belle (Taub) Warren; married 
Heywood Jay Girion (a direct-mail advertising execu
tive), November 27, 1957; children: Jeffrey, Eric"';Laurie 
Sue. Education: Montclair State College, B.A., 1958; 
graduate study at Kean College and New School for 
Social Research. Politics: "I vote in every election. to 

Religion: Jewish. Hobbies and other interests: Travel. 

• Addresses 
Home and office-25 Wildwood Dr., Short Hills, NJ 
07078. Agent-Donald Farbee, 98 Park Ave., New 
York, NY 10016. 

• Career 
Junior high school teacher of history in Hillside, NJ, 
1958-62; substitute special education teacher, 1962-68; 
writer, 1968-. Hofstra University, guest lecturer, 1976, 
1978-79, currently instructor in creative writing and 
writing for young people; University of Rhode Island, 
guest lecturer, 1980-81; also instructor in writing at 
University of Hawaii and University of Rhode Island. 
Engaged in community theater and public relations 
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• GIRION 

BARBARA GIRION 

work, 1962-70; member of Hillside Democratic Com
mittee, 1962-67; president of Hillside Community Play
ers, 1965-68; speaker for women's groups; workshop 
director. Member of board of governors of Jewish 
Community Federation of Metropolitan New Jersey, 
1973-78; member of board of directors of West Orange 
Young Men's-Young Women's Hebrew Association, 
1973-; member of board of trustees of Jewish Educa
tion Association, 1973-78, and Jewish News. 1976-. 
Member of Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare 
Funds, 1973-78. Member: Authors League of America, 
Authors Guild, Society of Children's Book Writers and 
Illustrators (New York regional adviser). 

• Awards, Honors 

National Young Leadership Award from Council of 
Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, 1973, for multi
media script Like a Bridge; A Tangle of Roots was 
named one of the Best Books for Young Adults by the 
American Library Association, 1979, and won the 
Kenneth B. SmilenlPresent Tense Magazine Award for 
Best Book for Children with a Jewish content, 1980; 
Like Everybody Else was named an International Read
ing AssociationlChildren's Book Council Children's 
Choice, 1981; A Handful of Stars was named Best Book 
for Young Adults by the American Library Association, 

- 1982; New Jersey Institute of Technology award, 1983, 
for In the Middle of a Rainbow . 

• Writings 

CHILDREN'S FICTION 

The Boy with the Special Face. Abingdon, 1978. 
Joshua. the Czar. and the Chicken Bone Wish. illus-

trated by Richard Cuffari, Scribner, 1978, pub
lished as The Chicken Bone Wish. Scholastic, 1982. 

Misty and Me. Scribner, 1979. 

Something about the Author 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION 

A Tangle of Roots. Scribner'S, 1979. 
Like Everybody Else. Scribner's, 1980. 
A Handful of Stars. Scribner's, 1981. 
In the Middle 0/ a Rainbow. Scribner's, 1983. 
A Very Brief Season (short stories), Scribner's, 1984. 
Front Page Exclusive. Den, 1987. 
Portfolio to Fame. Dell, 1987. 
Prescription for Success. Den, 1987. 
Prime Time Attraction. Dell, 1987. 
Indian Summer. Scholastic, 1990. 

OTHER 

Also author of scripts for children and adults, including 
A Time to Love. 1973, and Like a Bridge. 1975. 
Contributor to magazines, including Co-Ed. Seventeen. 
Young Miss. and Young World. and to newspapers. 
Editor of Hillside Democratic (newspaper), 1961-66. 

• Sidelights 

Barbara Girion, whose fiction for children and young 
adults explores the trials and triumphs of growing up, 
has won praise for the warmth and humor of her stories 
and for her perceptive, believable portrayals of her 
characters and their lives. A longtime resident of the 

Owning a puppy is only one of the DeW responsibilities 
sixth-grade Kim takes on iD Muty tuuI Me (Cover 
illustration by Fran Stiles.) 
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Summary 

Staying Fat for Sarah Brynes 

Compiled by: Ilene Lefkowitz 

Staying Fat for Sarah Brynes presents numerous themes that are popular with young adult authors 
today, but centers on the 

"insidious and far reaching effects of child abuse." From: Vasitakis. 336. Hom Book. 
(May/June, 1993): 69. 

Crutcher presents the other issues such as abortion, suicide, religion, family relationships and 
vigilante justice through assorted minor characters in such a way that they are neither sugar coated or 
preachy. Eric Callhoune, Moby as his friends know him, partly because of his physical appearance 
and partly because of his swimming talent is one of the main characters, the other is Sarah Brynes, 

"truly one of the ugliest human beings outside the circus. When she was three, ... she 
pulled a pot of boiling spaghetti off the stove onto herself, leaving horrible burn scars ... 
Her father, ... allowed only the medical attention required to keep her out of danger. 
Almost nothing reconstructive was done." From: Crutcher. Staying Fat for Sarah 
Byrnes 1993, p. 

http://www.scils.rutgers.edulspeciallkay/crutcher.html 

Sq 
3/28/99 
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Together Sarah and Eric face the world and its cruelties until something inside Sarah snaps and she 
retreats into a world of silence. Eric must find the courage and the strength to understand Sarah's 
actions and to fight back for both of them. 

The story is told in the first person through Eric's voice and thoughts. Once again, Crutcher has 
managed to do what he does so well, develop characters that we not only like but genuinely care 
about. Unlike many of Crutcher's books, this one features a very strong female (Sarah). There are no 
neat, happy predictable endings here. Just when you think you know what is going to happen, 
Crutcher throws you a curveball. Overall, it is an well rounded book that is an easy read and raises 
many thought provoking questions. Recommended for grades seven and up and sports enthusiasts of 
all ages. 

"This type of novel is what many of to days Y A s are looking for: sophisticated 
characters and plot, with a healthy sense of black humor." From: Lockwood, 218. School 
Library Journal. (March, 1993): 39. 

Reviews 

Janice Del Negro. Booklist. Vol. 89 (1993): 1313. 
Deborah Stevenson. Bulletin Center For Children'S Books. Vol. 46 (1993): 244. 
Nancy Vasilakis. Horn Book Review. Vol. 69 (1993): 366. 
Lucinda Lockwood. School Library Journal. Vol. 39 (1993): 218. 

http://www.scils.rutgers.edulspeciallkay/crutcher.html 
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HOOPS 
Hoopsby Walter Dean Myers 
reviewed by Marcus Williams 

In Walter Dean Meyers'book Hoops, 17 year old Lonnie Jackson tries 
to shoot his way to the top by using his good basketball skills. He's 
under alot of pressure as he tries to impress the college scouts and lead 
his team in a all city "basketball tornament of champions"(p.39) which 
only the best teams are in. It is tough competition and the teams coach Cal knows what 
competition Lonnie and the team are going up against. On the court and in life. During the 
tournament Lonnie has to watch out for gamblers and overcome the temptations of the 
street. Lonnies coach Cal a former N.B.A. player who fell into these temptations of the 
street went from park avneue to park bench. He tries to warn the kids about what 
gambling can do to your career and any shot they have at a career in basketball or 
anything else. 

Lonnie is determind to go to college and then on to the N.B.A .. The N.B.A. is Lonnie's 
dream and nobody is going to stop him from "getting over."(p.49) Lonnies father left him 
and his mother when Lonnie was a small boy. Lonnie pretty much lives on his own 
because him and his mother don't get along very well. But he still loves her very much. He 
lives at a hotel called the Grant where he also works. 

Over the course of the book Lonnie grows to like Cal dispite the fact that Cal was a 
alcholic off the street and keeps letting the team down by not showing up for games. The 
reason he likes Cal so much is because Cal is so much like himself. Not only because they 
both are good at basketball but both of their fathers left them, they are both hard to talk to 
and they grew up in the same neighborhood. 

Lonnies a young man with dreams that can't be broken. As long as he keeps that attitude 
he will sky above the rest. 

Back to Index of Book Titles 

http://www .uds. uchicago.eduiprojects/1996-97IBook _ Reviews/S96IMarcus Williams.html 
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http://www.mgtx.comlkldIIUklds/artIIUrevlewSfdkann.htm 

Hoops 
by Walter Dean Myers 

Reviewed by Danny Kann, 14, Grade 8, Fairfield Middle School, 
Fairfield, IA 

Dell Publishing, Copyright 1981 

Hoops is a terrific story about an ex pro basketball star who coaches a group of African American 
basketball players. This book describes how tough it is to get into college when you live in Harlem and 
how life is there. The star basketball player, Lonnie, is one of the main characters. Myers describes 
Lonnie's everyday problems from his family to basketball. If you like basketball then read this book. It 
teaches you about the winning edge you have to have to win, and the struggle it is to become an NBA 
player. 

Language Arts Teacher: Virginia Broz, Fairfield, IA 

4/6/9910:33 AM 
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Rats Saw Godby Rob Thomas. Simon & Schuster, 1996 (0-689-80207-2) $17.00; Aladdin, 1998 
(0-689-80777-5) $4.99 pb 

Introducing a promising new voice in young adult fiction, Rats Saw God is a hip, funny, yet 
intensely-felt portrait at a bright, smartass, very unhappy teenager who discovers that for most of his life 
he's been a rebel without a clue. In almost no time and for no apparent reason, Steve York has gone from 
being a 4.0 student with near perfect attendance to an almost dropped-out pothead. When DeMouy, the 
school counselor, asks, "Do you mind telling me how someone who makes a 760 verbal on his SAT fails 
English?" Steve replies, "I couldn't make it all the way through The Outsiders again." But Steve does 
care enough about school to want to graduate, and he needs that English credit. And so he agrees to 
make it up by writing a hundred page paper and decides, for once, to take the classic advice and write 
about what he knows. "I hoped DeMouy would appreciate what I was about to do. In order to bypass 
summer school, I was set to open wounds that had never really healed." 

Alternating between descriptions of his current life and his first two years at Grace High School, Steve 
tells the story of his antagonistic relationship with his famous father (always dismissively referred to as 
"the astronaut"), his creative involvement in GOD (Grace Order of Dadaists), and how his heart was run 
through frappe, puree, and liquify in a love blender by fellow Dadaist Wanda, aka Dub. In the process, 
he begins to understand things about himself, his father and Dub that he hadn't realized before. And he 
finds those opened wounds beginning to heal. 

Narrated with about equal amounts of wit and teenaged angst, Rats Saw God is a very believable look at 
a particular kind of high school experience. The long description of the progress of Steve's relationship 
with Dub drags a little and his transformation at the end seems overdone for dramatic effect, but the 
story as a whole is insightful and compelling. 

4/6/99 10:43 AM 
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Nightjohn 
by Gary Paulsen 
Reading Level: 6 

Read Aloud Level: 8 

TeacherView by Veronica Durden 
Grades taught: K and 6-8 
Pathways Learning Center 
Beaumont, Texas USA 

The Review 
"I hate reading" and "Do we have to write again?" are statements often heard from 
students in middle school. Nightjohn by Gary Paulsen is a wonderful book to read aloud 
and discuss. This book deals with the struggles our forefathers had to overcome in order to 
learn how to read and write. Some students gain an appreciation for being afforded an 
opportunity to learn to read and write. 

The Activity 

1. Have students interview their grandparents and find out what school was like for 
them. Most of my students found out that their grandparents didn't complete third 
grade. 

2. Present the information to class. 

3. Assign students a role (for example, a 25-year-old who has a second grade reading 
level), and have them pretend to be a "guest speaker" for the entire class. Other 
students will ask them questions about the difficulties they face. Students love to 
role play. An extension of this would be to provide students time to research 
(Internet, library, interviews, etc.) a period prior to role playing. 

4. Students can write a thank you letter to tax payers for their educational opportunities. 

TeacherView by Ms. Betty Rote 
Grade taught: 8 
Estill High School 
Estill, South Carolina USA 

The Review 
My students have thoroughly enjoyed this book by their favorite author, Gary Paulsen. It 
is the story of the brutality of slavery and the value that was placed on learning to read and 
write by human beings who were treated so inhumanely by those who owned them. The 
language caused me to think twice about reading it aloud, but my students showed the 
maturity to understand the reasons why such words were used. We listened to the audio 
cassette in part and enjoyed the video after we read the entire story. My students' essays 
from both Sarny's and Nightjohn's points of view were the best they have written. We all 
grew in our appreciation of reading and writing and what some had to go through to 

http://www.eduplace.com/tview/tviews/rote I.html 4/6/99 
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acquire these skills. 

The Activity 
My students wrote a narrative essay describing the climax of the story. They wrote first 
from Samy's point of view, and then from Nightjohn's viewpoint. Several asked to write 
from Mammy's viewpoint, which added to the assignment. Not to be outdone, finally we 
heard from Waller's point of view. The students enjoyed reading and sharing what they 
interpreted as the characters' thoughts and feelings. 

Reading Center I TeacherViews 
Education Place I Site Index 

You may download, print, and make copies of Teacher Views for use in your classroom, provided that you include the 
copyright notice shown on that page on all such copies. 

Copyright © 1998 Houghton Mifflin Company. All Rights Reserved. 
Terms and Conditions of Use. 

http://www.eduplace.com/tview/tviews/rotel.html 4/6/99 
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* Hesse, Karen. Out of the Dust. Oct. 1997. 240p. 
Scholastic, $15.95 (0-590-36080-9). Gr. 6-9. "Daddy came in, 
/ he sat across from Ma and blew his nose. / Mud streamed 
out. / He coughed and spit out / mud. / If he had cried, / his 
tears would have been mud too, / but he didn't cry. / And 
neither did Ma." This is life in the Oklahoma dust bowl in the 
mid-1930s. Billie Jo and her parents barely eke out a living 
from the land, as her father refuses to plant anything but 
wheat, and the winds and dust destroy the crop time after 
time. Playing the piano provides some solace, but there is no 
comfort to be had once Billie Jo's pregnant mother mistakes a 
bucket of kerosene for a bucket of water and dies, leaving a 
husband who withdraws even further and an adolescent 
daughter with terribly burned hands. The story is bleak, but 
Hesse's writing transcends the gloom and transforms it into a 
powerfully compelling tale of a girl with enormous strength, 
courage, and love. The entire novel is written in very readable 
blank verse, a superb choice for bringing out the exquisite 
agony and delight to be found in such a difficult period lived 
by such a vibrant character. It also spares the reader the 
trouble of wading through pages of distressing text, distilling 
all the experiences into brief, acutely observed phrases. This 
is an excellent book for discussion, and many of the poems 
stand alone sufficiently to be used as powerful supplements to 
a history lesson. --Susan Dove Lempke 

(BooklistlOctober 1, 1997) 

Top of Page I 

Booklist Index I Booklist Archive 
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How to subscribe to Booklist Magazine 
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Miller book reviews: Greg Pelander 

A Strange World 
The Giver by Lois Lowry 

Reviewed by Greg Pelander 

How would you feel if the world you lived in was black and white? 
How would you act if you could not choose you spouse, children or 
occupation? The people in The Giver by Lois Lowry have had to live 
in such a way for centuries. 

In this world the people are denied choice of many things. They have never felt romance, 
never seen snow, never rolled down hills. They have no choice but to stay in their 
community. If you disobey the rules then you are released from the community. On the 
other hand, everybody is thought of as equal and nobody is put down. There are few 
crimes committed and that only happens once in a while. There are no wars. The people 
are not forced to do anything, they just do it. There is no ruler or person in charge, but 
everybody does what they were brought up to do. The people don't know their past. They 
don't think about having a revolt. 

Lois Lowry does a wonderful job of not describing things in color. You almost don't 
notice it until she mentions it later in the book. Mrs. Lowry also shows how sophisticated 
the community is, "He knew they were search planes. They flew so low that they woke 
him with the noise of their engines, and sometimes, looking out from the hiding places, he 
could almost see the faces of the searchers."(p168-169), and at the same time shows how 
primitive it is, "He knew they could not see color. "(p 169). 

Jonas is a boy who lives in one of the communities. The setting changes a lot when Jonas 
receives his assignment as the reciver. Things that you didn't really miss in the book 
before, like colors, pop out at you. The world seems a totally different place from ours. 
Overall, the setting of this book plays an important role in this book. It really helps you 
imagine how hard living in that world would be. 

Back to Index of Book Titles 
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ANNOUNCING 

by Lois Duncan 
Our Price: $9.75 

Availability: On Order; usually ships 
within 1-2 weeks. 

Turtleback (July 1995) 
Demeo Media; ISBN: 0606034196 

Amazon.com Sales Rank: 403,234 
Avg. Customer Review: .... *' *- ~ 
Number of Reviews: 15 

~ I HELP 

o Shopping with us is 
G 1000/0 safe. 

Guaranteed. 

Write an online review and share your thoughts with other readers! 

Customers who bought this book also bought: 

• The Third Eye; Lois Duncan 
• Down a Dark Hall; Lois Duncan 
• Locked in Time; Lois Duncan 
• They Never Came Home; Lois Duncan 

Reviews 
Synopsis 

Click here for more~gesj:ioos • .!~ 

Until she learns to control it, Nancy's gift of extrasensory perception brings 
her more trouble than she can handle. --This text refers to the mass market 
paperback edition of this title 

Customer Comments 
Average Customer Review: .. I< /( *' ~ Number of Reviews: 15 

K arolyn( foxy@win.bright.net) from Wisconsin(USA), March 4,1999 
*-*' *' i:I---:~'7 
Very good book, but bad ending 
Wow I loved this book so much and now I am reading a nother one of her 
books called Don't look Behind You and so far that is really good. I loved 
this book alot, but I have read better. If you don't want your great read of 
this book ruined do not read the Epilogue, because that really ruined the 
book. I am now dredding the ending of this book might be the same way, 
which is very stupid. 

A reader from Ann Arbor,MI , December 27, 1998 *' *' *' *' * 
the best book I ever read 
This book made me feel like I was there watching everything happening. I 
nearly cried when I finished the book because it was so great. I liked how 
Nancy made contact with her grandmother. I've never read a book so full of 
magic. --This text refers to the mass market paperback edition of this title 

http://www.amazon.com!exec/obidos/ASIN/0606034196/qid=92342645 .. ./002-3871774-975766 4/6/99 
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ForrestW@Asheboro.com from Asheboro, NC , November 21, 1998 .* .. Ic* 
A Definite Page Turner!! m 
It was an awesome book. I just got done reading it today. I couldn't put it 
down. If you haven't read this book you really have to. It's really cool how 
things work out. Don't read the Epilogue until after you read the book. I was 
so in to reading this book that I didn't even notice the obvious "thing" in the 
Epilogue. Agian I say it's a great book. --This text refers to the mass market 
paperback edition of this title 

A reader from Hawai, USA, October 20, 1998 /I. .... *
A fantastic book! 
Lois Duncan definitely has a way with words, and this book proves no less. 
Although the begining kind of drags on a bit, this great novel is rich with 
detail, descriptions, and well-drawn characters. Although we never really 
learn what Nancy really does with her gift, or what she comes to 
understand, Duncan, draws a perfect portrait of Nancy's feelings and makes 
what some think is a weird side of Nancy an intriuging and sometimes eerie 
sense that just makes you want to keep turning the pages. In the end, this 
book wins readers over with it's great storyline and detail. An awesome 
read! --This text refers to the mass market paperback edition of this title 

Cinderellagal from new jersey and Pittsburgh, September 6, 1998 * ....... 
This book "raises da roof" 
hi viewers!wus up? I totally recomend this book to readers who like 
suspence, mystery,revenge etc. It was a suspenceful book the kept you 
wondering waht was gonna happen next.Lois Duncan writes with great 
detail. If you have read" I Know What You Did Last Summer" and thought 
it ruled, you'll love this book ........ I think ... --This text refers to the mass 
market paperback edition of this title 

A reader from Arizona, July 18, 1998 ** Ie. Ie* 
A Gift of Magic is a great gift for the imaginative reader. 
I am 35 years old now and I first read this book when I was in 5th grade. I 
loved it! Since then I have read everything I could get my hands on by Lois 
Duncan. I love her writing style, her imagination, and ability to create 
suspense and intrigue in her novels. I hope to be a writer myself and she's 
my inspiration. --This text refers to the mass market paperback edition of 
this title 

A reader from Arizona, July 18, 1998 **. ** 
A Gift of Magic is a great gift for the imaginative reader. 
I am 35 years old now and I first read this book when I was in 5th grade. I 
loved it! Since then I have read everything I could get my hands on by Lois 
Duncan. I love her writing style, her imagination, and ability to create 
suspense and intrigue in her novels. I hope to be a writer myself and she's 
my inspiration. --This text refers to the mass market paperback edition of 
this title 

OwnNolanll@aol.com from Mill Valley, CA, April 18, 1998 .... Ie It( 

I have to admit, I ordered this book so that I wouldn't have to face the 
checkout person as a 26 year old still reading Lois Duncan, but I love her. I 

http://www.amazon.com!exec/obidos/ASIN/0606034196/qid=92342645 .. .1002-3871774-975766 4/6/99 
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think her books hold a wonderful innocence and magic. I make my little 
sister read them all. This book has a wonderful autobiographical message at 
the end. I think Lois Duncan manages to scare and delight without being 
heavy handed or gross. She is a gifted storyteller with a wonderful feel for 
the eerie. If there are parents out there that are trying to get their children 
away from R.L. Stein, tuen them on to Lois Duncan. She does wonderful 
research and thinks about her stories, charcters, and subject matter before 
writing her stories. She is a responsible parent, and it shows, and yet she is 
still entertaining for children. I can not recommend her books enough. -
This text refers to the mass market paperback edition of this title 

Click here for all 15 customer comments ... 

You can read an interview with Lois Duncan. 
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• Joan Lowery Nixon 
• Caroline B. Cooney 
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• I am the Publisher, and I want to comment on this book. 
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HITCHCOCK'S 
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(ends in 0 days, 
10:37:28) 
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(ends in 3 days, 
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lability: This title 
sua"y ships within 2-3 
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Reading level: Ages 9-12 
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Add to Shopping t.wt 
(you can ways remove it later) 

0. Shopping with us is ..v 1000/0 safe. 
Guaranteed. 

Paperback - 230 pages Reprint edition (November 1994) 
Ranaom House (Merchandising}; ISBN: 0:394895894 ; Dimensions (in inches): 0.65 x 6.84 x 4.14 

Other Editions: t!i:la:!c;::over 

Amazon.com Sales Rank: 10,657 
Avg. Customer Review: *' *' *' *' oJ 
Number of Reviews: 28 

Write an online review and share your thoughts with other readers! 

Customers who bought this book also bought: 

• Shadow in the North (Philip Pullman Reissues (Sally Lockhart 
Trilogy).); Philip Pullman, J. Thomas (Editor) 

• The Tiger in the Well (Philip Pullman Reissues (Sally Lockhart 
Trilogy).); Philip Pullman, J. Thomas (Editor) 

• The Tin Princess; Philip Pullman 
• The Broken Bridge; Philip Pullman 

Click here for more suggestions ... 

Reviews 
From Horn Book 
Philip Pullman Shadow in the North 

Book Description 
"In Dickensian fashion, Pullman tells the story of 16-year-old Sally 

Lockhart, who becomes involved in a deadly web of events as she searches 
fora 

mysterious ruby. The novel is a page turner, peopled with despicable hags, 

forthright heroes, and children living on the underbelly of 19th-century 

London. The story's events are exciting, with involved plotting. Settings and 

characterizations are exquisitely drawn. The first entry in a planned 
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trilogy."--(starred) Booklist. Reading level: 6.7. 

Synopsis 
Searching for clues that will reveal the truth behind her father's death, 
young Sally Lockhart becomes enmeshed in a double mystery of London's 
shadowy underworld in which she realizes that she is the key to the answer. 
Reissue. AB. 

Synopsis 
In search of clues to solve the puzzle of her father's death, 16-year-old Sally 
Lockhart ventures bravely into London's shadowy underworld. Pursued by 
villains and cutthroats at every tum, the intrepid Sally finally uncovers two 
dark mysteries--and realizes that she herself is the key to both! ALA Best 
Book for Young Adults. IRA Children's Book Award. Utah Young Adult 
Award. 

About the Author 

*Philip Pullman was born in Norwich, England and was brought up in 

Rhodesia, Australia, London and Wales. 

*Philip graduated from Oxford University in 1973 with a degree in English, 

and has taught middle school at Westminter College. 

*He is the author of many highly-acclaimed books for young readers, from 

contemporary fiction to Victorian thrillers, and has written plays and picture 

books for readers of all ages. 

*Philip's current book, The Golden Compass, has been hailed as "a 

rich combination of high fantasy, high drama, and intense emotion" by 
author 

Lloyd Alexander, and "extraordinary storytelling at it's very best" by the 

Detroit Free-Press. 

*Philip currently lives in Oxford with his wife, Judith, and children. 

Customer Comments 
Average Customer Review: Ale A A ~ Number of Reviews: 28 

A reader from Colorado Springs, Colorado, February 2, 1999 

***** SMASHING!!! 
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This is one of the best books I have ever read. It kept me on the edge of my 
seat every second, It is a great murder mysetery, You really should read this 
book! It is not like other mysteries, not only is there a cliffhanger at the end 
of every chapter, but the characters are so convincing!! --This text refers to 
the turtleback edition of this title 

A reader from Westminster, Maryland USA, January 16, 1999 
•••• * 
This is the best book I've ever read. 
I'm really looking forward to reading the other two books in the trilogy. I 
love this book so much because, you just don't turn a page and "poofl" your 
in the scene of a clue. This incredible book stays with Sally and her freinds 
who help her along the way. This great book is one of a kind and is worth 
while reading. I'm in 4th grade and reccomend this book to students in my 
grade as well as students in higher grades. 

A reader from Arlington, Va., December 27,1998 .. * •• 
Inthralling 
This first book of the Sally Lockheart trillogy is the 2nd best. It makes you 
want to read the other two. It starts you on the adventures with Sally, you 
meet her enimies, her friends her allies. Once you read this book, you'll 
want to read the other two. --This text refers to the turtleback edition of this 
title 

A reader from U.S.A. , December 23, 1998 * *' *' .. * 
Breath takingly written! 
This was an invigorating book! I'd love to read the others! 

A reader from Baltimore, Maryland, November 5,1998 ***.* 
This book is a suspensful story about a young victorian girl 
The Ruby in the Smoke is an exellent, suspensful story of a young girl in 
victorian times in London searching for answers to the mystery of her 
father's death. It is delightful- a book you won't want to put down- and one 
of my favorites! You will be reaching for the 2 other books of the trilogy. 
This book is one I recomend to all young adults- even if you haven't ever 
been too interested in mysteries. 

gnye@gonzaga.k12.nf.ca from Newfoundland, Canada, October 28, 
1998 ** .. ley 
Great book. 
After reading The Golden Compass (which I reccommend very highly) I 
was a little disappointed that this one wasn't quite as wonderful, but for 
itself, it was still great. Ages 12 up. It may be a little confusing at times 
though. Read carefully. Write and tell me what you think. 

A reader from Capital district of NY state, October 18, 1998 * .. *' .. * 
"An intriguing and wonderful story." 
"The Ruby in the Smoke was an absolutely wonderful story. I would 
reccomend it to anyone who enjoys a suspensful page turner." 

A reader from boston,USA, October 12, 1998 * ... Ie* 
Thrilling 
I really liked this book. it was very entertaining. I could not put it down. If 
you have read this book try reading Shadow in the North and Tiger in ther 
well. 
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Click here for all 28 customer comments ••• 

Customers who bought titles by Philip Pullman also 
bought titles by these authors: 

• Tamora Pierce 
• Diane Duane 
• Nicholas Christopher 
• Garth Nix 
• ShelWood Smith 

-------------------------_. ------.. - .. --

Look for similar books by subject: 
Browse other Children's Books, Mystery & Thriller~, YouJ!g Adu!! 
titles. 

Mystery and detective ~tories 

Mystery fiction 

Orphans 

Fiction 

London (England) 

Children's 9-12 - Fiction - Mysteries I Detective 

Juvenile Fiction 

• I have read this book, and I want to review it. 
• I am the Author, and I want to comment on my book. 
• I am the Publisher, and I want to comment on this book. 
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Book Information 

* at a glance 

reviews 

customer 
comments 

by Brock Cole 
List Price: ~ 
Our Price: $3.96 
You Save: $0.99 (20%) 

Availability: Usually ships within 24 
hours. 

Reading level: Ages 9-12 

~ I HELP 

&:'1 Shopping with us is .v 100% safe. 
Guaranteed. 

if you like this Paperback Reissue edition (September 1992) 
book... Farrar Straus & Giroux (Juv); ISBN: 03744257~ ; Dimensions (in inches): 0.52 x 7.60 x 5.12 

Amazon.com Sales Rank: 67,249 
Keyword Search Avg. Customer Review: It. *' It. It. I 
1~()~k~_H _____ ' _____ • Number of Reviews: 5 

~~~~~~~~-----''-------7.r--T7--~~~---''-'------L_______ Go! I Write an online review and share your thoughts with other readers! 

Full search: ~ooks, Music, Customers who bought this book also bought: 
or Video 

Explore 
Amazon.com 

Auctions! 
• MONSTERS ROOM 

[peter's Angel' by 
Hope Campbell 
[Scholastic 1 (ends in 
14 days, 19:47:54) 

• Two Wheeled 
Thunder, W.C. Gault, 
Young Adult Fiction 
(ends in 3 days, 
19:28:19) 

• The Phantom Town 
Mystery 1933 HB 
VGC (ends in 2 days, 
17:51:19) 

• Celine; Brock Cole 
• Dear Nobody; Berlie Doherty 
• The Long Season of Rain; Helen Kim 
• The Facts Speak for Themselves; Brock Cole, Brook Cole 

Reviews 
Synopsis 

C_lick here for more suggestions ... 

Stripped and marooned on a small island by their fellow campers, a boy and 
a girl form an uneasy bond that grows into a deep friendship when they 
decide to run away and disappear without a trace. 

Synopsis 
Left on an island overnight, two misfits escape and are forced to lie, steal, 
and dodge police as they seek safety. --This text refers to the paperback 
edition of this title 

Synopsis 
Targets of a cruel prank at summer camp, Laura and Howie, two young 
teenagers, run away, and soon find themselves facing danger and adventure. 
"Gripping, startling and thought-provoking."--Publishers Weekly. An ALA 
Notable Book. 

Card catalog description 
Stripped and marooned on a small island by their fellow campers, a boy and 
a girl form an uneasy bond that grows into a deep friendship when they 
decide to run away and disappear without a trace. --This text refers to an out 
of print or unavailable edition of this title. 
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Customer Comments 
Average Customer Review: Ie. .. * Ie. ~: Number of Reviews: 5 

CynSmile14@aol.com from North East, New Jersey, January 18, 1999 

,,*,,*1" 
Uyou like adventure, you will like this book. 
Being a twelve year old stranded on an island with no clothes and a person 
of the opposite sex might seem funny to the other campers, but to Howie 
and Laura its far from joke. Once left on a island together, these two 
children decide that the other kids are taking this joke too far, and that they 
will give them a taste of their own medicine. Escaping the island, and then 
running away from their camp, Howie and Laura are left with nothing. This 
forces them to steal, stowaway on buses, break into houseslhotel rooms, 
and at times have to sleep out in the woods. This story is about a friendship 
that grows as two peope depend on eachother to survive. I enjoyed reading 
this book. Some of the parts you can tell would never happen. But the 
author understands what two teenagers would do in this situation. It keeps 
you on the edge of your seat. In every chapter something new happens that 
presents a problem to Howie and Laura. If you enjoy adventure, then you 
will enjoy this book. --This text refers to the ]2a]2erback edition of this title 

A reader from USA, August 1, 1998 ...... ~ * 
A great story which teaches a lesson! 
I use Goats, as one of the choices my sudents have, when we do our 
"prejudice" unit. Kids are treated unfairly by other kids AND adults and this 
book show how 2 misfits are tormented and humiliated at a camp. There is 
humor, sadness, and "revenge" in this story and Brock Cole does a 
wonderful job getting feelings across to his readers. 

A reader from Los Angeles, California, May 1, 1998 .. Ie. it. ** 
Modern classic reminiscent of film "Walkabout" ... 
This book reminds me of the famous film "Walkabout", about two 
Australian children who wander the Outback after being abandoned there by 
their father and left to fend for themselves. Here are two teens, a boy and a 
girl (never referred to the narration by their names, but simply as the Boy, 
or the Girl) on the cusp of sexual maturity who wander the city and the 
country after being stranded on an island without their clothes by cruel 
peers. Along the way they become the closest of friends, intimate in a way 
that I'm not even sure is possible. A wonderful book, true literature for 
children ... --This text refers to the school & library binding edition of this 
title 

lenard.iscool@usa.netfrom Norwich NY, USA, March 1, 1998 
Ie. .... ;~" 
An exciting yet unrealistic book 
The novel I'm reviewing is "The Goats". The book was written by Brock 
Cole and Published by Farrar Straus & Giroux. This book is about two kids 
who don't fit in at the camp because of their lack of social skills. The camp 
that they're at has a tradition of leaving a boy and girl that are the misfits, 
the goats, on an island. When these two find each other and swim off the 
island the story gets more complicated. When off the island they run away. 
They end up all over the place, get into all kinds of trouble, and become 
closer friends. This book is very exciting at times but I thought the author 
didn't explain the exciting scenes enough leaving the reader wondering what 
happened. An example of this is when the kids stole ajeep. The next time 
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the kids were mentioned they didn't have the jeep anymore, but it didn't say 
what happened to the jeep. It was also very unrealistic. An example of the 
story being unrealistic is when the two get on a bus full of kids and sit in the 
front seat of the bus unnoticed by the adults. Unfortunately it got unrealistic 
very often. Despite the many flaws the book did do a few things right. 
When you read the book it seemed like the two kids would do things kids 
really do. I thought the other had a good understanding of kids and how 
they act. In conclusion I feel that this book was an ok book. The excitement 
and actions ofthe characters offset what the book lacked in realism and 
explanations. I would recommend this book to anyone under the age of 
twelve, but for everyone else I feel that the book isn't worth reading. --This 
text refers to the school & library binding edition of this title 

A reader, August 14, 1996 * ....... 
Two teens find each other after being humiliated by peers. 

As a voracious reader, I am always looking for a book that will take over 
my mind, my heart and my soul in one fell swoop. Imagine my surprise to 
find a book like this in a course on Children'S Literature. 

Brock Cole has written nothing less than a masterpiece. His book, The 
Goats, begins with two outcast, nerdy campers, a boy and a girl, who are 
stripped bare and left on Goat Island by their mean and nasty fellow 
campers. When they first find each other, naked and alone, they seem 
almost infantile in their needs. These two couldn't take care of themselves 
with clothes on, let alone off. Amazingly though, with the strength of their 
pride and humiliation behind them, they vow to get off the island and teach 
their fellow campers a lesson. What ensues is not quite plausible, yet totally 
believable. Abandoned not only by their camp mates, but on a much deeper 
level by their parents as well, these two goats manage to survive in the most 
extraordinary ways. 

The most exceptional part of Cole's story is not how they survive 
physically, but how they survive mentally and emotionally. These two 
thirteen year oIds, on the cusp of sexuality, develop an intensely intimate 
relationship. Cole has written something so beautiful, so adult-like, but it is 
doubtful that many adults ever really attain this level of intimacy. Literally 
stripped naked physically, the two characters find shelter and clothes within 
themseves, in their relationship with each other. 

Anyone who wants to be touched in the deepest way, to come away from a 
book changed, will find the great satisfaction with Brock Cole's The Goats. 
--This text refers to the paperback edition of this title 

Customers who bought titles by Brock Cole also 
bought titles by these authors: 

• HanNolan 
• Rob Thomas 
• AdamRapp 
• I ames, 1946 Howe 
• Donna Io Napoli 

Look for similar books by subject: 
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I-Click ordering 
unavailable for purchasing 

out-of-print items. 

r-K_eyw_o_r_d_s_ea_r_ch ___ -r-Availability: This title is out of print. Although it is no longer available from 
I. ~~~~: .. . ~the publisher, we'll query our network of used bookstores for you and send 

an update within one to two weeks . 
. .II Amazon.com Sales Rank: 1,302,121 

Avg. Customer Review: * * • * ';;'" 
. Number of Reviews: 1 Full search:l~\!\li::.~, MUSIC, or ______________________________ _ 

Video Ordering Out-of-Print Books From Amazon.com Is ... 

ANNOllNCING 

Explore 
Amazon.com 

Auctions! 
• My First Camera (ends 

in 5 days, 03: 19:35) 
• Velveteen Rabbit with 

Book (ends in 2 days, 
03:02:54) 
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Plush Toy (ends in 0 
days, 14:43:10) 
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• Easy! Just place an order by adding the book to your Shopping Cart and 
proceed through the order form. 

• Quick! We'll search for a used copy and send an order update within one 
week. 

• Risk-Free! When we locate a copy of your book, we'll send a price 
quote. We'll attempt to acquire the book only after you confirm your wish 
to purchase. 

Note: We don't search for a specific binding or edition, but rather for a copy of 
this title by this author. Each out-of-print book in an order is billed and shipped 
separately. 

More information about ordering Out-of-Print Books. 

Write an online review and share your thoughts with other readers! 

Reviews 
From Horn Book 
Joni's father volunteers time as a pediatrician on the reservation where Sarah 
Birdsong's father is chief, and eventually Sarah's wise grandmother reconciles 
the two resentful twelve-year-olds, who have been thrown together against their 
will. Intercultural ignorance and animosity get heavy-handed treatment, and the 
characterization is thin. -- Copyright © 1990 The Horn Book, Inc. All rights 
reserved. 

Synopsis 
While spending a summer on an Iroquois reservation where her father is a 
doctor, Joni McCord lives with Sarah Birdsong, and the two girls try to put 
aside their differences and become friends. Reprint. AB. K. C. --This text refers 
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title. 
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Average Customer Review: ... Ic. ................. * .. -k. Number of Reviews: 1 

A reader from Bethesda, Maryland, February 5,1999 **Ie Ie k 
A sweet book about unlikely friends 
This book was about two girls named Joni McCord and Sarah Birdsong. Joni's 
parents are doctors and are needed at a clinic at an Indian Reservation. Jom 
isn't too happy about spending a whole month at an Indian Reservation with 
total strangers. Her family will have to live Sarah's family. To make it even 
worse, her older brother gets to stay at his friend's house while the rest of the 
family is at the reservation because he has a new job as a lifeguard at the new 
pool. Sarah Birdsong isn't too happy either about white strangers coming to 
their sacred Indian Reservation. The two don't get along very well. It seems 
that every time they try to become friends, something always goes wrong! 
When Joni's favorite toy was shredded and ruined by Sarah's friends or when 
Joni took a little glass sculpture that was a symbol of Sarah's tribe, none of the 
adults seemed to care. Joni tried to give back a very special necklace that she 
took from Sarah, cut her leg on a wire, and to make it even worse, Sarah found 
out that Joni took it and was REALLY mad at her! 

I liked this book very much because I related to Joni in a lot of different ways. I 
also liked it because it showed how you still could be friends with someone 
who is different from yourself. It had a lot of stereotypes but only to show how 
some people are treated these days because of their skin color and how people 
who are discriminated against deal with it. --This text refers to an out of print 
or unavailable edition of this title. 

Look for similar books by subject: 

r Indian reservations 
r North America 
r Juvenile fiction 
r Fiction 
r Prejudices 
r Juvenile Literature 

Find books matching ALL checked subjects 
i.e., each book must be in subject 1 AND subject 2 AND ... 

• I have read this book, and I want to review it. 
• I am the Author, and I want to comment on my book. 
• I am the Publisher, and I want to comment on this book. 
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Reflection 

Working on this project has given me a few surprises. I found that I could 
frequently determine a great deal about a novel's worthiness after reading only a few 
pages, that my opinion of them was affected more by realism than content, and that the 
most realistic novels tend to contain the most controversial content. 

I was surprised to find that even after reading only a few pages of a novel I 
usually was fairly certain about what type of reader the novel was written for and whether 
or not I would want to use it in my classroom. The wayan author opens a novel reveals 
the level and style in which the entire novel is written. With Lois Duncan's A Gift of 
Magic, for example, the first few pages reveal that the novel uses simple, easy to read 
language, the story will switch points of view, and it will take a non-controversial 
approach to the subject ofsupematural powers. All of these aspects of the novel led me 
to immediately deduce that the novel is interesting, but it was meant to appeal to a 
younger audience, and even thought the subject of ESP can result in a story with content 
intended to shock or scare the reader, this novel takes a straightforward, non-threatening 
approach. Therefore, if I were to use this novel in my classroom, I would use it with a 
sixth grade class and would use it to introduce the fantasy genre to the students without 
making them think that fantasy novels had to be scary or weird. 

After reading a good portion of a novel, I found that my opinion of it was 
determined not by the novel's content, but instead by its believability. The story line and 
character motivation in particular had to be realistic in order for me to enjoy reading the 
novel. In Lois Lowry's The Giver, the setting was obviously not real, but because the 
characters reacted to their environment in reasonable ways, I deemed it a good novel. On 
the other hand, Brock Cole's The Goats had a realistic setting, but the characters did not 
behave as I expected them to and so I did not care for the novel. 

The content did determine whether or not I felt I could use a novel in the 
classroom. Teachers have to be especially careful about what kind of reading they 
recommend to their students because parents and the community are likely to become 
extremely upset if they feel their children are reading inappropriate material. Novels like 
Staying Fat for Sarah Byrnes and Rats Saw God could make some students and parent 
uncomfortable because they address controversial issues like religion, child abuse, 
teenage drinking, and teenage sex. A teacher would definitely have to be aware of the 
maturity of the students and the community's level of tolerance, and even if the teacher 
felt that the students and community could handle reading the novel, the teacher would 
still have to gain permission from the administration before using these novels in the 
classroom. I was aware of all of this before I began this project. What surprised me was 
that the novels I enjoyed the most and felt were the best written ones, were, for the most 
part, also the ones which contained potentially controversial material, like Staying Fat for 
Sarah Byrnes and Rats Saw God. But, after considering the reasons why I liked these 
novels, I found that I liked them not because they contained controversial material, but 
because they were realistic. Controversial issues are very prevalent in today's world and 
these novels did not ignore that fact. I even found that I am of the opinion that when 
people read about controversial material, they may make more responsible decisions if 
they are actually faced with a similar situation because they had the opportunity to 
consider the situation objectively. 
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I first decided to undertake this project because I want to be able to use adolescent 
literature in my classroom, and in order to do that, I obviously needed to start reading it 
and to start thinking about more specific ways to use it. I have succeeded in 
accomplishing these things, but I have also accomplished much more. Reading, 
reviewing, and finding supplementary information about these novels has made me think 
about what the characteristics of good writing are, what kinds of materials I want my 
future students to read, and all of the people who will be affected by my choices of what 
my students read. 
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